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Your Pet Cock will thread into the 
bottom tank port. Use this to drain
condensation and debris. 
(DO NOT USE EZ TITE ON THIS!)

Installing a pressure switch is easy. 
First, thread the pressure switch to 
the 1/4” reducer bushing.
(don’t forget the EZ Tite)

Next, thread the pressure switch and 
reducer to either side of the air tank.

On the opposite side of the tank 
connect your compressor.

Thread the last 1/4” reducer to the 
Viair 444c Chrome Compressor.

Now, plug your compressor into the 
side port on the air tank. Simply,
through our EZ Tank Bracket hole.

First, put a little bit of EZ Tite 
around the thread of the fitting you 
are installing. This will keep air from
leaking and ensure a tight seal.

Thread in your 1/2”x1/4” fitting into
both ports on the front of your air 
tank. 

These fitting will supply air to
your paddle valves, which will
deliver air to your bags.
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EZ Air Ride
Single 444c
Wiring Diagram

Ground Wire – The ground lead on the compressor should not be extended (if possible). Always connect ground 
leads directly to
the chassis (frame) of the vehicle. Any other grounding method may result in amp spikes that may damage the 
compressor motor,
as well as sporadic & undesired operation.

Wire Type - Fine stranded copper wire is the item of choice (more strands in the wire result in a better, more flexi-
ble, cable). The
insulation should be approved for automotive applications. This means that the wire is relatively immune to the 
adverse effects of
petroleum products (gas, diesel, oil, brake fluid, radiator coolant, etc.).

Relays –Always install relays as close to the battery as possible. Relays also help to increase the life expectancy 
of pressure switches in the system.
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Pre-cut some air line. (4) strips 2”
in length, (2) strips at 1 1/2” in 
length, (1) at 2 1/4” in length, and
(1) at 1 3/4”.
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For the front right, use a 2” strip
of air line for the delivery barb on
the paddle and a 2 1/4” for the 
back of the gauge.

Your gauge should now look like
the picture shown above.

This is your new Classic+ control 
panel. The 2 paddles on the left 
control the front of your vehicle 
and the 2 on the right control the 
rear.

Gauge left monitors the front and 
gauge right monitors the rear. The
RED needle represents the left
side & the BLACK is for the right.

Attach (2) 2” strips of air line to a 
Tee Barb as shown.
Note: use moisture (windex) and 
rubber jaw pliers to assist. 

Plug air line into the delivery barb
on the back of the front left paddle 
marked “DEL”, then into the RED 
needle on the back of the left gauge.

For the rear left, do the same using
a 2” strip of air line to the barb on
the paddle and a 1 1/2” strip going
into the back of the rear gauge. 
(RED needle - gauge left)

Now, plumb the rear right using
a 2” strip of air line to the barb on
the paddle and a 1 1/2” strip going
into the back of the rear gauge.







Air Line
All Thread

Remove your rear coil springs.
Hold upper bracket in place and
mark hole for air line and all thread.

Drill a hole through the frame for 
air line and a pilot hole through 
your trunk floor. Next, drill a 1/2”
hole through your frame for your 
all thread and a pilot hole through
your trunk floor.

Going through your trunk floor,
drill out an access hole for a 
socket to reach your frame 
followed by a smaller hole for 
your air line.

This is a birds eye view from the 
the inside of your trunk. 

Screw the all thread into the upper
bracket and push it through the
pre-drilled hole. Mark the all thread
just above the top of the frame. 

Pull out the all thread and trim it. 
Run your air line from the bag up
through the floor board and then
tighten the nut with a socket from
your trunk.

Insert grommets as shown for a 
super clean look.

Install bottom bagel bracket to the
air bag.

Now, set the bracket in place!


